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WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL (WITI) AND MOBILE EDGE PARTNER TO BRING
FASHION-FORWARD, INNOVATIVE LAPTOP CASES TO WOMEN
Partnership Delivers ‘The WITI Collection’— Stylish and Functional
Notebook Cases Ideal for WITI’s Network of Female Leaders
SAN JOSE, April 24, 2006 – Women in Technology International (WITI), the nation’s leading professional
organization for tech-savvy women and Mobile Edge, the premier designer of innovative and stylish
notebook computer carrying cases, today announced their partnership to bring fashion-forward,
cutting-edge notebook carrying cases to the female executive. Known as the WITI Collection, WITI
supporters can purchase an assortment of trendy laptop totes with an exclusive, designer WITI insignia to
emphasize a community of dynamic, intelligent, sophisticated and fashionable women. The WITI Collection
is available for purchase on the WITI Web site found at www.witi.com.
According to a recent industry analyst report by IDC, analysts predict the demand for notebooks will reach
48 million in 2008, up from 17 million in 2003. With the growth of notebook computers rising, WITI and
Mobile Edge recognized the opportunity to jointly offer the female workforce, mobile accessories that match
their demanding lifestyles. Together, the companies chose a variety of creative and highly
female-customized totes that offer unique features necessary for today’s busy and empowered female
executive.

The WITI Collection offers a range of feature-rich styles, including the ultra chic Ladies Brief – a stylish
briefcase equipped with the Superior SafetyCell™ computer protection compartment; the popular Ultra
Tote – which combines elegant fabric, innovation and functionality; the Portfolio – a semi-rigid, colorful
faux-croc material in black, yellow, green, and blue; the Madison Tote – a well-designed, stylish laptop bag
which comes in black, black and white, and chocolate and white, along with an assortment of totes from the
Caring Case Collection – which donates 10 percent of the retail price to The Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation.
“WITI’s mission is to empower women worldwide by providing them a global network of smart, talented
women, as well as the tools and solutions necessary to be successful in their busy careers and lifestyles,”
said Carolyn Leighton, CEO, chairwoman and founder of WITI. “Our partnership with Mobile Edge allows
us to bring solutions to our members that are functional, fashionable and personal; providing another
helpful resource to women in business.”
“We are very excited about our partnership with WITI as it allows us to extend the newest generation of
laptop carrying cases, designed by women for women, to its organization of influential women,” said G.
David Cartwright, president & CEO of Mobile Edge. “Affording professional business women the choice of
fashionable yet functional business cases while allowing them to reflect their own personal sense of style,
is a goal that we share with the WITI organization.”

Affordably priced, the WITI Collection ranges in price from $49.99 – $279.99, and comes backed by a
lifetime warranty. WITI will also offer an exclusive free WITI Collection tote with the purchase of a new WITI
membership. For more information, and to see the full line of cases, please visit: www.witi.com.
About Mobile Edge
Mobile Edge is the premier designer of innovative and stylish notebook computer carrying cases and
accessories. The company is committed to the highest quality standards in every case that it produces,
from ladies carrying cases, handbags, and totes, to messenger bags, briefcases, backpacks and their
V-Load™ vertical series and TechStyle™ Portfolio series. Leading computer manufacturers continue to
rely on Mobile Edge to design and build custom OEM cases for their products. The company offers the
strongest Lifetime Warranty in the industry on its entire carrying case collection. For more information visit
Mobile Edge online at www.mobileedge.com
About WITI
Since 1989, WITI is the premiere global trade professional association for tech-savvy women who acquire
wealth, power and influence in the business marketplace. With a global network of smart, talented women
and a market reach exceeding 2 million, WITI has established powerful strategic alliances and programs to
provide connections, resources, and opportunities within a supportive environment of women committed to
helping each other. WITI's mission is to empower women worldwide to achieve unimagined possibilities
and transformations through technology, leadership and economic prosperity.
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